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About This Game

In the only remaining human city of Bezoar, Major Fletcher, an Army Combat Veteran and soldier of the CLN, is dragged into
a conflict between two of mankind's greatest enemies. He is to discover that nothing is what it seems to be.

Hard Reset is an action-packed, single-player shooter for the PC. With over-the-top destruction, loads of enemies, great
weapon variety and a beautifully realized cyberpunk setting, Hard Reset is sure to shake up the shooter scene.

Key features:

A haunting cyberpunk / dark sci-fi setting

Fast-paced, old-school shooter gameplay

Hordes of enemies to destroy

Epic boss fights

A deep, experience-based weapon upgrade system

High-fidelity graphics with full dynamic lighting

Extensive use of physics and dynamic environments
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Title: Hard Reset Extended Edition
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Flying Wild Hog
Publisher:
Good Shepherd Entertainment
Release Date: 12 Jul, 2012

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/7

Processor: 2.5 GHz Intel Pentium 4 / AMD Athlon 64

Memory: 2 GB

Hard Disk Space: 4 GB free hard drive space

Video Card: 512 MB NVIDIA GeForce 8800GS / ATI Radeon HD 3870 or better

DirectX®: DirectX 9.0c

Sound: DirectX Compatible

English,German,Russian,Czech,Japanese,Polish
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Ive been playing for a bitand Im having a blast its fun after a couple of hours.... I got this game for free but I would not be upset
with paying for it.. This game...
Is the best 9p I've ever spent :)
. Buying this game is the awesome solution.. Fantastic Visual Novel. Took me 60 hours to get the True Ending, and it was so
worth it. Be warned, parts of Route B and D feel like boring filler but the rest of the VN is amazing. The story goes to places
you wouldn't imagine from the description. All I can say is, if you want an interconnected group of stories that all create one
incredible timeline that blew my mind, play this game.. To play co-op (pc/tv screen and vr) it's the best game for it so far!
My gf and me have so much fun with this one!
It's like you are in a real kitchen! doing the same moves you would do normally
This is also fun to play with friend while drinkin a beer.
Deff worth a try if you ask me!
still one of the best vr co-op. Fun with friends.. HAS A LOT OF POTENTIAL THINK WILL BE GREAT BUT IS VERY
EARLY ACCESS SO WILL KEEP HOLD OF IT. If the Far Cry series was represented by Tim Curry's acting career then Far
Cry 5 would take place after Tim Curry's stroke.

This is the most accurate and politically incorrect way to describe Far Cry 5 in a gaming review.
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Good @Alpha

improvement required @
+1st run settings (must include language select) and options
+key configuration
+gamepad \/ controller support
. It's chill-tastic. 'nuff said.. Arrrgh...

Algiers and Tunis units look like\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665,,i'd rather use the default unit graphics. They look
like peasent armies rather than professional ones. Moreover, north african are caucasoids and not black.

Italian 17th century chainmail armor? wtf...Paradox you ruined this one damn you. I really wanted to like this game however the
current amount of content is extremely lack luster and some aspects are quite buggy and dont always work which stops me from
progressing.

for right now I wouldn't recommend but id quite happily change this review to a positive once the game is more fleshed out.
This game sucks, You cannot slash midair or while moving which makes the game unplayable. and you have to kill EVERY
enemy before entering the next level, which is tedious. The music sucks. In general I cannot think of anything good to say about
this game. It is named so similar to the Castlevania that I thought it was a half decent platformer, and I got crap. Thank goodness
I got a refund.

In all, I rate this a 1.8\/10.

-David. this game is very spooky. the only downside to this game is that its a ded meme now.. After driving routes 15 and 25 so
far i have to say that this dlc is brilliant. although the bus looks familiar it has been tweaked to sound better, and has an easy to
use ibis.
a thumbs up from me based on my gameplay so far.
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